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Focus on Grammar, in its new fourth edition, maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the
most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes
students from context to communication – blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking
and critical thinking in a complete program, and preparing students to understand and use
English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on Grammar allows students to
interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to
authentic communication. New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple
genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts.Key
vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition.Fully
redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity.Explicit pronunciation activities
to improve fluency and accuracy.Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of
listening skills.Flexible, ongoing assessment – including unit reviews, diagnostic and
achievement tests, and test-generating software – allows students to monitor their own progress
and teachers to track students’ mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the
Teacher’s Resource Pack)

From the Back CoverFocus on Grammar, in its new fourth edition, maintains the proven
pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique
four-step approach takes students from context to communication — blending content, reading,
writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete program, and preparing students
to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on
Grammar allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond
controlled practice to authentic communication. New features include: Updated high-interest
readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in
natural contexts.Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to
ensure acquisition.Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater
clarity.Explicit pronunciation activities to improve fluency and accuracy.Expanded listening tasks
allow students to develop a range of listening skills.Flexible, ongoing assessment — including
unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software — allows students
to monitor their own progress and teachers to track students’ mastery. (Test and test-generating
software available in the Teacher’s Resource Pack)
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Ebook Library Reader, “Lo uso para estudiar. Me ah ayudado mucho”

tesfamariam gashaw, “Focus on grammar 3(4th edition). I like the product thank you for
delivery”

Paulina Guilarte, “Thorough Grammar instead. Great Grammar Instruction. I add my own extras
to teach. But very good bones.”

pducz, “Exactly as described!. Very good condition. Included CD (unexpected!). Great price.
Very fast delivery.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. good.”

Jose A Martinez Velez, “Good book. My wife use it for her English class. She like the book”

Shana, “I really like it!. pretty grammar-based. Lots of formed-focused activities. The activities
are most meaningful with context. The short reading articles are interesting. The writing practice
is somewhat controlled.”

Fernando Santos, “Satisfecha con este libro. A pesar de ser de segunda el libro estaba casi
como nuevo !”

Bin, “GOOD. GOOD for students to study English! I am very like it! Come on! Buy it! This book is
great! wa! ha! ha!”

The book by Mark Edward Lewis has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 133 people have provided
feedback.
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